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1 Introduction 

A multicriteria bargaining problem is a generalization of the classical bar

gaining problem introduced by Nash (1950) . A group of decision makers is 

engaged in a bargaining process. Each decision is the result of a negotiation. 

Each decision maker has his own criteria which value any decision. The cri

teria are in generał conflicting in the case of one decision maker as well as 

between them. We assume that each decision maker has his own preferences 

among his criteria, but his utility function is not known explicitly. A mul

ticriteria bargaining problem is described by a set of decision makers called 

also players which are involved in a bargaining process, an agreement set 

being subset of the attainable payoffs in the criteria space of the players, and 

a distinguished outcome called a disagreement point. Any outcome in the 

agreement set can be the result of the bargaining process if the players reach 

unanimous agreement. In another case, the result is the disagreement point. 



Formulation and analysis of different solution concepts to the bargaining 

problem with scalar payoffs of players have been presented in many papers in

cluding (Nash 1950, 1953, Kalai and Smorodinsky 1975, Roth 1979, Thomson 

1980, Peters 1986, Moulin 1988) and others. The solutions do not transfer on 

the case with multicriteria payoffs of players in a simple way. Papers dealing 

with multicriteria payoffs of players in bargaining are relatively rare. In the 

papers (Kruś and Bronisz 1993, Kruś 1996, 2001, 2011)one can fine proposals 

of the solution concepts to multicriteria bargaining problem generalizing the 

Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution and the lexicographic (Imai, 1983) solu

tion concepts. The generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution concept 

has been applied in an interactive procedure supporting multicriteria bar

gaining process and implemented in the computer-based system MCBARG. 

This paper presents theoretical results relating to a generalization of the 

Nash solution concept on the case of the multicriteria bargaining problem. 

Two types of solutions are proposed and analyzed: one shot solution and an 

iterative solution. Two theorems presenting properties of the solutions are 

formulated and proved. 

2 Formulation of the multicriteria bargaining 

problem 

A bargaining process is considered in the case of two decision makers nego

tiating conditions of possible cooperation. It is assumed that results of the 

cooperation are measured by a vector of criteria which is in generał different 

for each decision maker. Criteria of the decision maker i, i= 1, 2 presenting 

his payoff are denoted by a vector 

Yi = (YiI, Yi2, · · · Yim•) E JRm', 
where mi is a number of the criteria of the decision maker i , and IRm' is 

a space of his criteria. The criteria of the both decision makers are denoted by 

y = (y1 , y2) E IRM, where M = m 1 + m2 . The space IRM is the cartesian 

product of the citeria spaces of the both decision makers. 

A partia! ordering is introduced in the criteria spaces. Let IRm denote 

a space of criteria. Each of m criterions can be maximized or minimized. 
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However, to simplify the notation and without loss of generality we assume 

that the decision makers maximize all their criteria. 

Let z,y E IRm, we say, that 

a vector z weakly dominates y and denote z 2 y, when z. 2 y. for i = 
1,2, ... ,m, 

a vector z dominates y and denote z > y, when z; 2 y;, z -f y for i = 
1,2 ... ,m, 

a vector z strongly dominates y and denote z » y, when z; > y; for 

i=l,2 ... ,m. 

A vector z E IRm is weakly Pareto optima! (weakly nondominated) in 

set Yo C IRm if z E Yo and does not exist y E Yo such, that y » z. 

A vector z E IRm jest Pareto optima! (nondominated) in set Yo C IRm if 

z E Yo and does not exist y E Yo such, that y 2 z. 

A multicriteria bargaining problem is formulated as a pair (S, d), where 

the element d = (d1 ,d2 ) ESC IRM is called a disagreement point, and the 

set S is an agreement set. The agreement set S C IRM is the subset of the 

set of attainable payoffs dominating the disagreement point d. The agree

ment set defines payoffs attainable by the both decision makers but under 

their unanimous agreement. If such an agreement is not achieved, the payoffs 

of all decision makers are defined by the disagreement point d. The prob

lem consists in supporting the decision makers in reaching a nondominated 

solution, agreeable and close to their preferences. 

The multicriteria bargaining problem is analyzed under the following gen

erał conditions: 

Cl agreement set S is compact and convex, 

C2 agreement set S is nonempty and includes at least one point y E S such, 

that y » d, 

C3 disagreement point d E S0 , additionally for any y E S, we have y > d. 

Let B denote class of all multicriteria bargaining problems satisfying the 

above conditions. 
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Let us see, that when looking for a solution of the multicriteria bargaining 

problem we have to consider two decision problems: the first one - the solu

tion should be related to the preferences of all decision makers, the second 

- it should satisfy fairness rules accepted by the decision makers. The first 

problem relates to multicriteria decision making. The multicriteria decision 

support is proposed with application of the reference point method devel

oped by A.P. Wierzbicki (Wierzbicki 1986), (Wierzbicki, Makowski, Wessels 

2000). In relation to the second problem, solution concepts of the multicrite

ria bargaining problem are proposed having properties that can be accepted 

by rational decision makers. 

Using the reference point approach the decision maker can explore set of 

Pareto optima! points in the objective space. In consecutive iterations the 

decision maker assumes reference points in the objective space. The computer 

based system derives respective Pareto optima! outcomes. This approach 

is proposed here to be applied for analysis of the multicriteria bargaining 

problem by each decision maker independently. Such Pareto optima! points 

generated for a given decision maker we call as individually nondominated. 

The individually nondominated points are generally not attainable. The 

individually nondominated point is an outcome that could be achieved by a 

decision maker if he would have full control of the moves of the other decision 

maker. We assume that the decision maker finishing such an exploration will 

select his preferred Pareto optima! outcome. Composition of the preferred 

Pareto optima! points of the both decision makers we call as an utopia point 

relative to the players aspirations, denoted as RA utopia. The RA utopia 

point significantly differs from the ideał (utopia) point. The selected preferred 

Pareto optima! points of the decision makers carries information about their 

preferences. 

Definition 1 For any multicriteria bargaining problem (S, d), a pointy' E S 

is individually nondominated by decision mak er i, i = l, 2, if yi 2:: d and the re 

is no z E S such that z 2:: d, z; > Y!. A point u is an utopia point relative 

to the aspimtion of decision makers (RA utopia point) if for each decision 

mak er i = l, 2, there is an individually nondominated point y' such that 

Ui =y( 
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The set of all AA utopia points of the multicriteria bargaining problem (S, d) 
will be denoted U(S, d). 

Definition 2 A solution to a multicriteria bargaining problem (S, d) is a 

Junction F : B x IRM ----t IRM which associates to each problem (S, d) and 

each RA utopia point u E U(S, d), a point of S, denoted f(S, d). 

3 One shot solution concept 

Let both decision makers have made multicriteria analysis in their spaces of 

criteria and have indicated their preferred nondominated payoffs y 1 , y2 E S 

defining the AA utopia point. 

Let us construct a two dimensional hyperplane H 2 defined by the points 

d, y 1 , y2 . Each point y E H 2 may be defined as 

Let A denote mapping from H 2 to IR2 defined by A(y) = A[d + a1 (y1 - d) + 
a2 (y2 - d)] = (a 1 , a2 ). A two person bargaining problem (A(SH), A(d)) can 

be considered on the hyperplane with scalar payoffs of decision makers. 

We formulate a.xioms defining required properties of the solution to the 

bargaining problem (S, d) in an analogical way as in the case of the clas

sic Nash solution concept formulated for scalar payoffs of players with an 

additional individual rationality axiom. 

(Al) Pareto-optimality 

yN = JN (S, d) is Pareto-optima! in the set S, 

(A2) Individual rationality 

For every bargaining game (S,d), yN = jH(SH,d) 2'. d. 

(A3) Symmetry 

We say, that bargaining problem (S, d) is symmetric, if d1 = d2 and 

(x1 , x2 ) E S, then (x2 , x1 ) E S. A solution fulfills the symmetry prop

erty, if for the symmetric problem, J{' (SH, d) = f,f' (SH, d). 
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(A4) Independence of equivalent preference representation (Independence 

of positive affine transformation of criteria) 

LJN(SH,d) = JN(LSH,Ld), where Lis a positive affine mapping. 

The property means that the solution should not depend on the scale in 

which the player's criteria are measured. If a given player's objectives 

are measured by a criteria vector Yi = (Yi,1, ... , Y,,m,) then are also 

measured by any criteria vector vi = a;yi + bi, where ai and b; are real 

numbers , and a, is positive. If some player's criteria are changed from 

y, to vi then the solution should yield the same underlying outcome. 

(A5) Independence of irrelevant alternatives 

Let (S, d) and (P, d) be bargaining problems such that P C S and 

jN(SH,d) EP. 

Then jN(SH,d) = jN(PH,d). 

The last a.Jciom means that if decision makers have agreed solution 

JN (SH, d) in bargaining problem (SH, d), then decreasing of the agree

ment set S to a set P which includes the solution, i.e. JN (S, d) E P, 

should not change the finał payoffs of the players. 

Axiom Al assures efficiency of the solution in set S. The solution is 

individually rational according to axiom A2. Axiom A3 means that both 

decision makers are treated in the same way. Axiom A4 prevent possible 

manipulation of decision makers by changing scales measuring their payoffs, 

i.e. any decision maker will not benefit by changing scales measuring his 
payoffs. 

Theorem 1 There is a unique solution to the multicriteria bargaining prob

lem (S, d) EB, satisfying the axioms Al - AS. ft is defined by 

!N(SH, d) = arg max IIY1 - d1 li · IIY2 - d2II, 
yESH 

where: SH is the intersection of the set S by the hyperplane H-2 defined by 

the disagreement point d and the preferred points y1, y2 of the players, y = 
(y1,Y2), Y1 E Rm1 , Y2 E Rm2 , 11-11 is a distance measured on the hyperplane 
H2. 
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Thus the solution is a function which selects the unique outcome which max

imize product of improvements of players outcomes in comparison to the 

disagreement point d. It can be treated as a generalization of the '.'lash 

solution for the multicriteria bargaining problem. 

The generalized Nash solution concept expresses preferences of the players 

defined by the preferred payoffs indicated after multicriteria analysis clone 

independently by each of them. In the following we show that the solution 

fN(SH,d) is well defined and satisfies the axioms Al - A5. It is necessary 

also to show that any solution f satisfying the axioms must be identical with 

fN(SH,d). 

Proof 

The function fN(SH,d) for given hyperplane defined by the preferred 

points of the players maximizes the geometrie average of the gains, since the 

geometrie average is a continuous, convex function. S is a compact set, so 

also the set SH defined by the intersection of the set S and the hyperplane 

H 2 constructed for any preferred points y1 , y2 of players is compact. The 

sets S and SH are convex whereas the geometrie average is a strictly convex 

function. Therefore this maximum is achieved at a unique point of SH and 

also of S. What more there are no points in S dominating this point. That 

means the solution f N(SH, d) is well defined and is Pareto optima! in S 
( satisfies the axiom Al). 

The agreement set S includes elements dominating the disagreement set. 

The geometrie average achieve a positive value at its maximum in the set SH. 

Therefore ff (SH, d) 2 d1 and JI' (SH, d) 2 d2, so the solution is individually 

rational as it is in the axiom A2. 

Let (SH, d) be a symmetric bargaining game with the solution y = 
JN(SH,d). Let v beany permutation of y, i.e. v, = Yi and Vj = y, for 

some components i and j. At the element v of S the average gains are equal 

to those at y. As it was shown previously, the maximum average is achieved 

in a unique point of S. Therefore v = y. In the case of an arbitrary per

mutation v we have Yi = Yi for all i,j, what proofs that the axiom A3 is 

satisfied. 
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Let (Sa, da) be a bargaining game derived from an arbitrary game (S, d) 
by a change of preference representation as in the statement of the axiom 

A4. Then a point v in the set sa has coordinates v, = a,y, + b, , where 

y = (Y1, Y2) is the corresponding point in the set s. So ( V1 - dn ( V2 - d2) = 

(a1Y1 + bi - a1d1 - b1)(a2Y2 + b2 - a2d2 - b2) = a1a2(Y1 - d1)(Y2 - dz). 
The constant a 1 a2 does not effect where the geometrie average achieves its 

maximum. Therefore we have L[jll(SH,d)] = Jll(L(SH),L(d)) where the 

transformation L is defined by the relation a;(·) + b, for i = 1, 2. 

Let the agreement sets Sand P be such that PC S. Let the preferences 

of players be the same. That means the hyperplane H2 describing the pref

erences is stili valid. Intersections of the sets on the hyperplane obviously 

satisfy relation pH c SH. The function JN for the set sH obtains its maxi

mum in the point JN(SH,d). It is always at least as large as the maximum 

which it achieves on any subset pH c sH. Therefore the solution fulfils the 

axiom A5. 

In the following it is shown that any solution f(SH, d) satisfying the 

axioms Al - A5 has to be identical to JN (SH, d). We can observe that 

if a solution f(SH, d) satisfies the axioms Al and A3 then it coincides with 

JN (SH , d) for any symmetric game (SH, d) . As the set S is symmetric, convex 

and compact, the solution is unique and equal to the Pareto optima! point at 

which IIY1 -d1ll · IIY2-d2II is maximized. That means f(SH, d) = r(sH, d). 

• 

A construction of the solution to the multicriteria bargaining problem, 

which is based on the Nash idea is presented in Fig. 1. In this example deci

sion maker 1 has two criteria y1,1 and y1,2 respectively, decision maker 2 has 

only one criterion Y2,1, Let point y1 be defined according to preferences of 

the first decision maker. The preferred point y 2 of the second one is defined 

by the maxima! attainable value of his payoff. Hyperplane H2 is defined by 

points d, y1 and y 2. Arrows drown on the figure present improvement direc

t ions leading to the selected nondominated payoffs. The Nash cooperative 

solution yN = JN (S, d) to the bargaining problem (S, d) is defined as the 

point of set the S maximizing product of the payoffs increases for decision 
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Figure 1: Construction of the generalized Nash solution to the multicriteria 

bargaining problem 

makers 1 and 2 on the hyperplane H 2. The point fulfills the a.xioms Al -
A5 for finał payoffs y E JR2 under assumptions that preferences of decision 

makers are expressed by points y1 i y2. 

4 Iterative solution concept 

The iterative solution concept is formulated under a generał assumption that 

the solution of the multicriteria bargaining problem (S, d) is looked for in 

same number of rounds t = 1, 2, .. . , T, in which outcomes d! are determined. 

The finał outcome <ff , admissible and accepted by the players is the solution 

of the problem. It has been assumed that the process d! should fulfill the 

following postulates: 

Pl 

P2 

P3 

It starts at the disagreement point: d? = d, and all outcomes belong to 

the agreement set: d! ES fort= 1, 2, ... , T. 

The process is progressive, i.e. d! » d!-1 for t = 1, 2, ... , T. 

The finał outcome is Pareto optima!, i.e. a1' ( equal to limt-oo d' if 

T=oo) is a Pareto optima! in the set S . 
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P4 

P5 

The acceptable demands are limited according to the principle of a

limited confidence. Let at• , O < at• :::; 1, be a confidence coefficient 

at the round t assumed by the player i. Then the demands dt - d'-1 

are limited by: d!-dt-i:::; a'(P(d!-1)-d!-1) fort= 1,2, ... ,T, 

where at is a minimal confidence coefficient in the round t, i.e. a' = 
min{a'1,a'2 ,a:,.ax}, a:,.ax is a maximum value of the confidence co

efficient in the round t, such that the outcome d' belongs to the set 

S, f'(d'- 1) is a solution of the bargaining problem (S',d'-1), the set 

S' = {y E IRM: y E S,y > dt-1}. 

Each player is assumed to behave in rational way, trying to maximize 

his outcomes in each round according to his preferences expressed with 

use of the nondominated outcome selected in his criteria space after 

the unilateral analysis. Let y;' be preferable nondominated outcomes 

selected by the player i, i = 1, 2, in his criteria space and y' E S be 

the respective point in multicriteria space of the both players. The 

players rationality can be formulated that for any d!, at each round 

t, there is no such outcome y E S, y > d' which fulfils the condition 
y - dt-1 :::; at(jl(dt-1) - d!-1 ), where f'(d!-1) = f Nt(SH, d!-1) and 3H 

is the intersection of set S by the hyperplane H 2 generated in IRM by 

the points dt-l and y1, y2 , selected by the players in the round t . 

Theorem 2 For any multicriteria bargaining problem (S, d), for any con

fidence coefficients at• such that O < am,n ::; ati ::; 1, t = l, 2, ... , T , and 

for the solution f'(d!- 1) defined by the generalized Nash solution concept to 

the multicriteria bargaining problem (S', dt-1), there is a unique process d' 

satisfying the postulates Pl - PS. The process is defined by: dfl = d, 

d! = dt-l +at• [J'(d!-1) - d!- 1], fort= l , 2, .. . , T, where T is a minimal 

number of t for which d' = d!-1 or T = oo. 

Proof From the postulates P3, P4 and P5 it follows that the sequence 

d1, t = l, 2, ... is defined in the unique way. The sequence is monotonically 

increasing and limited, so it is convergent. 
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The outcome f'(d'- 1) is Pareto optima! in S, due to properties of the 

generalized Nash solution concept. 

Let the limit lim,-00 d' be denoted by dlim· From the above definition of 

the process d', it follows that dlim E S. 

Let dlim be not Pareto optima! in S. Then for any round t, the following 

relations hold: 

JJd' - d'-1 JJ = JJa'[f'(d'-1) - d'-1JJJ 2'. ll<minllf'(d!im)- dlimll = Ó > O. 
That means that the sequence {d'}~o is not convergent. It is in 

contradiction to the assumption. Therefore it has been shown, that dlim is 

Pareto optima! in the set S. • 

5 Algorithm 

The iterative solution concept can be basis for construction of an algorithm 

which can be implemented in a computer-based system. The system is 

treated as a tool which supports multicriteria analysis made by decision mak

ers and derives mediation proposals. 

Let d' E S denote a vector of payoffs in round t for t 
d° = d. Let S' = {y : y E S, y > dt-1}. 

1, 2, ... , and 

Each decision maker i has the following parameters to control process of 

multicriteria analysis and derivation of mediation proposal: reference points 

r; E JRm', indicated preferred payoff nondominated in set S and confidence 

coeflicient a; E (8, 1], where ó is a relatively small positive number ó > O. 

On the basis of the reference points assumed by given decision maker 

attainable nondominated payoffs are derived, analyzed further by him. He is 

asked to indicate the preferred payoff. Each decision maker has access only 

to information in his own space of criteria. He does not know criteria nor 

attainable payoffs of the second decision maker. 

Each decision maker can reduce improvement of his payoff, and at the 

same time of payoff of the second decision maker, in given round assuming 

relatively small value for the confidence coeflicient. 
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Step l. Set t = 1. 

Step 2. System invites decision makers i = 1, 2 to make independently anal

ysis of their nondominated payoffs in multicriteria bargaining problem 
(dt-1 ,si) . 

Step 2.1 System presents to decision maker i information about the 

ideał point Il, and the status quo point t4-1 in the decision 

maker criteria space. The ideał point is derived as If = 
(If,1,If,2,··•,Jf,m.), where JfJ = ma.xyi,j: y = (Y1,Y2) E S1 I\ 

Y3-i = d3_,. 

Step 2.2 Decision maker i writes values of components of his reference 

point rt, j = 1, 2, ... , mi. 

Step 2.3 System derives the nondominated solution in set S, according 

to the reference point approach and stores the solution in a data 

base. 

Step 2.4 The decision maker analyzes generated nondominated payoff 

(payoffs). If he has enough information to select the preferred 

payoff, he indicates it as fh and assumes value for the confidence 

coefficient al. He signals finishing of the unilateral analysis phase. 

Step 2.5 Has decision maker i finished unilateral analysis? 

If no - go to Step 2.2, to generate next nondominated payoff. If 

yes - system writes the preferred nondominated payoff indicated 

by the decision maker fh as well as assumed value of confidence 

coefficient al to a data base. 

Step 3. System checks whether both decision makers have finished their uni

lateral analysis, selected their preferred payoffs and defined values of 

the confidence coefficients. If no - system waits as long as they will 

finish generation and analysis of payoffs in Steps 2.1-2.5. 

Step 4. System derives points y1 = (fh, d~- 1) and y2 = (di_- 1 , fj2 ). Hyperplane 

H 2 is defined on this basis. 
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Step 5. System derives mediation proposal d1 = (d\, dt) at round t, 

dt = dt-1 + ci/[Gt _ dt-1], 

where G1 = argmaxyESH IIY1 - d;-1 ll · IIY2 -t.4-111, 
cl= min{ a\, o:U, O< p < a; :,:; 1 for i= 1, 2. 

Step 6. System presents mediation proposal - payoffs d; to decision makers 

i = 1, 2 respectively. 

Step 7. System checks the cooperative solution of the round. Is it Pareto 

optima! in set S? 

If yes - end of the proceclure. 

If no - set number of next rouncl t = t + 1 and go to Step 2. 

In the algorithm a seqnence of bargaining problems (S1, dt-l) is forrnu

latecl and analyzed. Decision makers make in each round independent anal

ysis of nonclominatecl payoffs in set S1 using reference points. Then each of 

them selects his preferred payoff. This is made in Steps 2.1-2.5 . The selected 

payoffs and confidence coefficients assumecl by decision makers are used by 

the system to derive a mediation proposal which is proposed to the decision 

makers in a given ro und (Steps 4-7). Proposed construction of the mediation 

proposal assures that the proposal is consistent with preferences of all deci

sion makers in the given round. Decision rnakers using confidence coefficients 

can inflow on the number of following rouncls of the proceclure. They can 

again analyze Pareto optima! frontier of set S in these rounds and correct 

previously indicatecl preferences. The mediation proposal derived by the sys

tem accorcling to icleas of the Nash cooperative solution, defines clistribution 

of the cooperation benefits which fulfills axioms Al - A5 describing fair play 

rules. 

The sequence of the mecliation proposals clerivecl in the proceclure con

verges to the Pareto optima! element in set S, according to the properties of 

the iterative solution. 
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6 Conclusions 

The paper deals with multicriteria bargaining problem. Two decision makers 

are involved in a bargaining process. Each decision maker valuates results of 

the bargaining with use of his own vector of criteria. The bargaining problem 

is formulated in the space being the cartesian product of the criteria spaces 

of the decision makers. 

Theoretical results relating to a generalization of the Nash solution con

cept on the case of the multicriteria bargaining problem are presented. Two 

types of solutions are proposed and analyzed: one shot solution and an it

erative solution. Two theorems presenting properties of the solutions are 

formulated and proved. 

It has been shown that the proposed one shot solution concept satisfies 

the axioms of Pareto optimality, individual rationality, symmetry, indepen

dence of positive affine transformation of criteria, independence of irrelevant 

alternatives. The solution satisfying the axioms is unique. The solution is 

constructed with use of the preferred outcomes selected individually by the 

decision makers after multicriteria analysis of attainable payoffs. 

The iterative solution is proposed as a result of a multiround bargaining 

process. In each round the decision makers make multicriteria analysis of 

attainable payoffs and select preferrecl outcomes. An outcome of the rouncl is 

clerivecl in the direction defined by the one shot solution, but the improvement 

of payoffs is limited by so called confidence coefficient assumed by the decision 

makers. It has been shown that the process is convergent to a Pareto optima! 

outcome in the agreement set and that the finał solution satisfies the axioms 

mentionecl above. The iterative solution states a theoretical background for 

construction of an algorithm, which can be implemented in a computer-base 

decision support system. 
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